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BRAVE Begins Anew
by owen conlow

the informationagejust got
pocked-sized

BRAVE,Bard's Respcmeto Rapeaoo
~
VK>lence
Fducarioo,willresumeservia:sthisweekaftera sixnmlh ~ Therewillbe ninesllWl1vohneer comsebs,
at lelN one of whcm will be available24 Inn a day, seven
mysa weekto respcn:lto ca& ftomstudenlssuffc:ring
fitm, a
withooocemsrepding, se,,(lJ8)&'ISlllltof anymo.Of1henine
cwmebs, all rut one are new membersWMjoinooafterthe
ma&SRSignalioo.
ofBRAVEmembershN semesta:Asideftom
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will row be the ooly q,ticxlfir stooens.
JenniferStram, Directa of BRAVE, said lhat the chqe is
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unreliable.Stranoen~
thatsecuritywill~ strict
chqe
cmfidentialitywhen hnDing BRAVEca&. AooCher
in q>el3bCmfir the new BRAVE willbe the ladeexcodlaiJs,
traditiooallythermnberswh>bicooleadelshipresp<Dabilities
oo a semsuly basis.Aaxrding to Stram,this~
is being
areemringwiththesame
madehceau'!Calnn;tall
1heIDmJC'IS
to fill
experieD:e
le\d, nl no memberis rrore (X" m (J.l8lified

by walker pett

Recently a free software
project called Encyclopodia released
a downloadable version of the famous
online knowledge base Wikipedia as
an ebook which can be installed on
your iPod. Thanks to the coding of
Robert Bamler, the creator of the
project. and the hard-working iPod
hacker geeks and open source gurus
at the iPodLinux project. now you
can click-wheel your way through
every article currently available in
the English, German. and Italian
Wikipedia databases. You can look
up practically anything, anywhere
at anytime. Never again will your
curiosities fall prey to forgetfulness
over the course of a long day full of
distractions. The answers to all of
life's most mundane questions will
be accessible immediately 1Jt your
fingertips, with backlighting and a
stylish white casing. No longer will
doe~
you be left ponderingthe origins of
Aaxrding to fi:mu BRAVE mentcs woo
seitan. At last. the secret history of '
puticipatedin the resigoaticn,the co-chairpasiti(n were
game theory! Where did Red Hook
anotherpout of cmentioo betwt.en1hemdves aod Strano.
get its name? Just how many bodily
Immedialely
fullowingthe timelhatBRAVEmembas wrae a
fluids are there? And what the hell
letterto &in Oman, Deanof Students,wtliningtheirC0002'Iti
were they talking about on Gilmore
abrut thefuue ofBRAVE,ooeof therodlairs, N"icole
Roodes,
Girls just then? It's all there, and all
SkWfd
downfir an unrelaledissue.Thatpm1ioowas~
just for the price of Apple's most
by BRAVEpolOcolto be filledby meamof electioowithinthe
coveted digital toy. Encyclopodia
00 the~
of
groop,rut Slranoatltupoo to blockthe~
itself is non-proprietary and can be
iINabilityin 1hegrcx4) nl coofusionover1heletter.Ultimaldy
do~
freely from hUp;l/enc
1hemembersheld1heelectiooirxiqx,:xbltly,but servia:swere
yclo"""""l)Odia.sourceforge.net,
thou~
Bamler does encourage making Photographfrom Ludlow ,studentsit-in preceding thefound{ng of BRAYE,
from
In an interview,fi:mu BRAVEmembers
e.xp.essed
donations to his cause.
concernsover the way their concernswere hnlled, bolh
the Bard Observer;_;f~ 17th 199/
Encyclopodia is not a stand- continued on page eight alone software package, however,
and in order to use it you first need by peter neely
The California South engineering firm
EnergyCS
Plug-in ready cars have for the consumer. Yet this is
to install a special version of the
open source Linux operating system Coast Air Quality Management delivered the car to AQMD, recently been making news as a limited by available battery
designed specifically for use on the District (AQMD), the air which hopes to test the vehicle and new way to increase efficiency of technology, minimal testing,
iPod. An amazing achievement pollution control agency for potentially purchase a half-dozen hybrid vehicles. Hybrid vehicles and automakers that have
itself, the iPodLinux Project has all of Orange County and the more in September. The same are powered by an Atkinson cycle spent advertising dollars to
been in development by a small urban sections of Los Angeles, technology used in the AQMD engine. This uses electronics to differentiate hybrid from plugteam of firmware-savvy audiophiles Riverside and San Bernardino vehicle can be incorporated manipulate intake-valve timing in in and do not need confused
for only the last couple years and bas cotmties, recently procured the into the stock Prius and will be order to bum the fueVair mixture consumers.
ToyotaPrius. marketed to consumers under in the cylinder more efficiently
Edrive is attempting
already unlocked an entire world first Edrive equipped
the
Edrive
Systems
brand
name.
The
Edrive
technology
gives
reducing
the
amount
of
fuel
to
overcome
these obstacles
of possibilities for those who take
This
retrofitting
kit
the
eco-friendly
vehicle
plug-in
is
one
of
consumed.
This
less
powerful
as
the
AQMD
trial marks a
a liking to esoteric techy stuff. In
capability,
making
it
a
plug-in
a
few
available
and
works
by
engine
step
towards
making
a widely
configuration
is
offset
addition to allowing a much greater
incorporating
a
lithium-ion
battery
hybrid
electric
vehicle,
or
PHEV.
by
the
electric
motor,
which
available
commercial
version
of
compatibility with various audio
This
engineering
bas
the
potential
system
that
can
be
recharged
charges
by
braking
regeneration,
the
system.
Hopefully
these
types
file formats, quirky independent
projects and modules developed for to power a car on an electric charge using a regular household outlet. which is the process of storing of advancements will encourage
generated
during automakers to increase research
the iPodLinux environment have alone for somewhere between After a charge, the vehicle can energy
been poppingup all over the place, 20 and 60 miles of driving, and run on the PHEV battery until braking. Incorporating a plug- and development and massincluding screensaver visualizers, coupled with the already efficient depleted and then resume use of in component to this efficient produce PHEV vehicles. Edrive
Gameboy emulators, multitrack hybrid technology, could have the stock factoty-installed system. setup will allow for a decreased is not the only manufacturer
recorders, and now Encyclopodia, tremendous impact on emissions The Edrive kit provides all the combustion engine size and in the game. Other companies,
necessary components to modify a better electric engine, to such as the Canadian green
the most portable encyclopedia the reduction.
California a Prius for around $10,000.
The
increase efficiency and reduce technology company Hymotion,
information world has seen. All
emissions.
are also offering conversion kits.
that's left is to print "Don't Panic!"
According
Hymotion's system is marketed
in big, friendly letters on the iPod
Scientific- to fleet buyers rather than
to
casing.
American,
consumers due to the high cost
But with this great dispersal
these
PHEV
But hopefully with increasing gas
of knowledge comes a cost. The
vehicles
have
prices,
new engine and battery
information that the Wikipedia
technologies,
and new policy
the
potential
to
database provides is in a constant
(for
example,
Bush's Advanced
reduce
petroleum
state of revi:lion by its users and
consumption by up Energy . Initiative grants $30
is consequently highly unreliable.
to 60%. Looking million to improve PHEV and
The average Wlkipedia user does
at local gas prices hybrid batteries) automakers will
not have to be an expert to make
of nearly $3 per start to take PHEV cars more
a contribution, and can simply
click "Edit this Page" and modify
111"'---ff;,_,,_;_.:;;;.._,;;;;;;;;;;;;.::.._
gallon, the wait seriously. With increased R&D,
is on for cheaper, prices could drop drastically,
information that other users will
more economical making the possibility of cleaner
eventually read. making it easy for
transport a reality.
advancements
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Struggling Bhopalis March To New Delhi For Their Rights
by adrian raff-corwin
Starting on February 20, more
than fifty people began marching from
Bhopal, India to New Delhi. Those
who undertook this 800-mile walk were
not in good health. Most marchers are
survivors of the initial 1984 gas disaster,
labeled the worst ever industrial disaster,
some are sufferers of the ongoing water
contamination crisis, and others are victims
of both. They have all been affected by
the disaster; their health problems range
from itchy eyes to grotesque cancers to
spontaneous miscarriages.
So the marchers set off with six demands:
I. Set up a National Medical and Social
Commission on Bhopal
2. Provide Safe Drinking Water Affected
by Contamination
3. Prosecute Union Carbide and UC CEO
Anderson
4. Make Dow Carbide Clean Up Bhopal
and Pay for Bhopalis' Rehabilitation
5. Blacklist Dow and Union Carbide Until
Both Companies are Held Accountable
6. Remember Bhopal Through A National
Day of Mourning
The Bhopalis told the Prime Minister of
India, Manmohan Singh, that they were
coming weeks in advance and demanded
that he meet with them. They arrived
in Delhi on March 26, but so far he has

not seen them. So starting April 9, six of
the protesters have been on an indefinite
hunger strike until the Prime Minister
heeds their demands. Those who are

Prime Minister's office is playing games
. . . People have said, "Hunger strikes are
manipulative and useless. Why hurt yourself
instead of your enemy?" It's hard for many
in other countries,
particularly
in the U.S., to
understand why
it is done, what
it means in the
context
of
a
country founded
by Gandhi. It is
hard to understand
that
gesture,
the gesture that
says "I know so
deeply, I believe
so certainly, that
I would put my
March 28'11,2006 - Peaceful protester Ashraaf Bee, 60, bealen
life in your hands
senseless by Delhi police. No explanation has been given as to
to
make
you
why the Bhopa/is were attacked two days after reaching Delhi.
understand,
to
make you act" ...
fasting say- they would rather die than
Here's what I feel: rage, guilt, fear, anxiety,
continue living in Bhopal.
A Bhopal ground contact is in frustration, helplessness ... Perhaps many
Delhi now with the Bhopalis. This is of the same things that those in Bhopal are
an excerpt from a letter she has written: used to waking up to ... [the hunger strike]
"We are at day five of the hunger strike. forces us to face our own beliefs (what do
This is where health begins to decline. I believe that deeply?). It can force us to
Media attention is wavering and the challenge our own helplessness.

Are you helpless? No. Please realize that.
Here is what a hunger strike can do: it
can ... deeply shame it's targets. Bhopal
is about what kind of a world we will
all live in. If India can stand up to the
biggest chemical company in the world
and say "you can't do business here until
you repair the damage you have done to
our country and people," that precedent
could fundamentally challenge the reign of
profits over people globally"
The Bhopal campaign can be
won. Everything from the clean water that
so many here would die for to "Blacklist
Dow," the statement that cuts to the heart
of India's love affair with chemicals and
multinationals, can be won. From the
sidewalk at Jantar Manter we can starve
and sing and talk, but we cannot move
mountains. This battle will be won with
international support. Or, still, it can be
lost. I don't mean to manipulate you but
from here on the ground, I don't know
what else to do. Your actions could save
the lives .of friends now and they could
change history forever. If you would
like to send a free fax or an email to
the Indian Government in support of
the Bhopalis, you can do it easily with the
click of a button at: www.studentsforbho

Qalorg

SRI:Workingthe Systemfor Good and Plenty
by andrew kopas
While the degree to which
it is truemay be argued,the absolute
verity of the fact that our society is
• not perfect can not be. The whole
socioeconomicsituation is one that
is in need of repair; whether that
need is great or not is not the point
being discussed here. Rather, it is
the strategy behind bringing about
this change that is in question.
Some would argue that a radical
activist stance is best- force change
to happen by accruing the human
critical mass necessary, whatever
that number may be. Wm support
via visible action. While this is a
completely
legitimate
and, in my opinion,
necessaryelement to the
overall strategy, it is not
the only one. Rather, this
stance must be constantly
juxtaposed with action
workingwithin the bounds
of the system.
The rebuttal to
that statement may go
somethinglilcethis. "Why
attempt to play by the
rules if the ultimategoal
is to change them'r' Truth
be told, there is no correct answer
to that question. If no answer can
be arrived at, then perhaps more
visceral,activist action is the correct
path. But not all people are left in
this state of doubt For many, it
seems as thoughthe seeds of a new
paradigm must be sown in the old
one. And while the ultimate goal of
the action may still remain the same,
i.e. the shift to a new way of thought,
it is perfectlyfine to conceiveof that
shift as the aggregate sum of an
infinite number of small changes to
the existing system.
Enter the concept of
socially responsible investment
(SRI). While many times the name
masks some part of the identity,
sociallyrespon.5ibleinvestmenttruly
is everything its name makes it out
to be.I could spend a page writing
about the economic intricacies of
t but that ould
·te
this
. movemen.,
w
qw
simply not serve the purposeas well

as breaking down the name does.
Social,society,as in the interactions
between things, whether it be
humans with humans, humans
with animals, animals with animals,
etc. "Social" defines the realm to
which the second term is applied.
"Responsibility,,, accowrtability,
specificallyfor what was definedas
an aspect of IClCidy!"Investment,H
put plainly,is using moneyto make
money. Thus, socially responsible
investmentseeks to maxirni7.C
profit
while upholding the duties inherent
to social respomibility.
A vague term if ever

~ible.
This includes dealing
with the CFO of the college and
monitoring the investments as well
as attemptingto facilitatea dialogue
between the strong social ideals
of the Bard student body with the
relatively traditional financial goals
of the school itself. And as spring
rapidly unfolds, elections for two
positions to the committee are
soon going to be held. Any and all
interested candidates should email
kq>asa@IUJ)8il.comto be put
on the ballot or simply for more
information on the subject More
information pertaining to the exact
date of the election will
be fordlcoming,so make
sure to keep those eyes

open.

The BardFreePress
~edu
bapJ/meple&.baro.edu
CampusMail:The Free Press
845-758-7079
The Free Press resen·es the right to edit aUsubrnmiom forspelling,
grammar, and coherence. It protects the student journ~•
Yust
Amendmentrightsand tlttept9the respomffilllfy
which attOm\»"
nies that freedom. Content decisionsare made by the staff. 1be Free
Press will not print any material that is libelous in nature. Anonymous submissions are only printed if the writer consults with the
staff.
The FreePressadvertiwswortbycausesatnocost, and will notaccept
payment Send classifiedsand releases to freeads@baniedlL
All articles in the Opinions and xtra sections reflect the opinions of the author,not necmarily those of the Free Press staff.
Responses to Opinionsarticlesare welcome,and can be sent to

"When the accumulation
of wealth is no longer of
freepress@bard.edu
high social importance.
there will be great
Staff
changes in the code of
brenden "brokenbottles"beck
morals. Weshall be able
to rid ourselves of many
alana"powernap"buonaguro
of the pseudo-moral
olivia"lifeduring wartime"carrow
principles which have
owen"ciderbandit'' conlow
hag-ridden us for two
jon "charmingi,agaro'' dame
hundredyears, by which
tim"tanlines"donovan
there was one, SRI is a growing we haveexalted some of the most
trend in the world of investment distastefal of human qualities into
rnichael"kingmoth" duda.ak
As
independently organized
leab''pornography of the heart'' finnegan
the position of the highest virtues.
indexes begin to show equal to We shall be able lo afford to dare
mikaela''the~ tease"gross
higher profits than their traditional 1o assess the money-motiveat iJs
jellinek
abe "negativechentes"
"do anything to make money"
l1Uevalue. The love <f moneyas a
kitz
lauren
"deadly
divorce"
counterparts, waves are starting to
from
be made. And while there is not possession -as distinguislfe!d
michael"yikes!"knight
the love of moneyas a means lo the
jesse "<hy spell"malmed
yet llllYwtiversal set of criteria for e,goymentsand realities
of life-willbe
peter "bpm"neely
what exactly constitutes a morally ,a:ogni7.ed
for whatii is, a somewhat
responsible company, factors such disgustingmorbidity,one <f those
daniel"duckduckblood''tema
as human rights, environmental semi-mmina/,
semi-pathologic
cecca"noodles"wrobel
protection, commwtity benefits, propensitieswhich one hmm Ol'eT
etc. all play a part in making this with a shudder lo the specialistsin
decision. Now that companies mental disease... But beware!The
patrick murtagh
fc.
showing concern towards these time for all this is not yet. For at
mattpaley
kate crockford
areas are simultaneouslydisplaying leastanotherhundredyea:r we must
strong fiscal growth, investors are pretendlo ourselvesand lo ~
walkerpett
blairculver
beginning to see dollar signs in the thatfair is j:,uJand foul is fair; for
adrianne ratf-corwin
michaelgoldman
same places they see positive effects j:,uJis usejidandfair is not. Amrice '
patrick reilly
peter haffuer
on society.
So what role does Bard and usuryandprecailionmust be our
farihah7.afl1all
andy~
gomfor a littlelongerstill For only
simonekung
play in all this? The SRI committee, they can lead us out of the tunnel of
"'----1-1
und
has
cbarleylanning
iuwiucu
aro
a year ago,
been w~ ..... to brio these SRI economic necessity inJodaylight." michaellennan
16
.,.....
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!Ethix Plexis
missives from the desk of a certified ethicist
by michael "the ethicist" goldman
This one comes in from by the Blake Foundation.
the fresh coast:
Would you never donate
money or volunteer your time
with them? Or, if you are
Dear AP.
ls it unethical for a nonprofit extraordinarily forgiving, ask
organization
that
serves what the average person who
women and children to pursue would help, in some capacity,
a donation from the Robert one of these organizations
Blake Foundation, rumored to think. I imagine you'll find
be a tax shelter set up by the that people would think it
celebrity recently acquitted of slightly distasteful but nothing
murderinghis wife? Does it make too base to change their overa difference if the organization is all opinion. And no one said
in Los Angeles?
ethics had to be clean and
Signed,
elegant (except Kant who was
Not a Hypothetical Questioner
an asshole on these sorts of
things).
A little background first:
The
second
harm
Robert Blake, the star actor of could directly violate your
'70s television detective series organization's mission - to
"Baretta" (he also made it in help women and children.
some movie called The Greatest What kind of lifestyle do
Story Ever Told, but most likely the children of Bonnie Lee
not that great), was charged in Bakley
(Blake's
murdered
2002 for murdering his wife (who wife) lead? A lavish one? Or
was herself on her ninth - and
last - marriage) in 200 I,
outside an Italian restaurant in
Studio City while, so claims
Blalce, he was retrieving his
gun, which he left in the
restaurant. rtiey should make
a movie out of that and call
it The Greatest Alibi Ever
Told. About a year ago he
was acquitted of all criminal
charges but then brought back
to court shortly after by a civil
charge brought by his dead
ex-wife's four children for
the wrongful death of their
mother. This time he was
found guilty and ordered to
pay $30 million in restitution.
Only a couple weeks ago
an impoverished one? Do they
Blake filed for bankruptcy, but
need the money more than
the prosecution claims to have
the people you serve do? I'm
documents verifying that Blake
pretty certain the lawyers and
has some $20 million in assets
the plaintiffs could do without a
stashed away and unaccounted
good many thousand (probably
for. It is this Robert Blake
even a few million) dollars
Foundation that may be acting as
and hardly notice. If they are
a front for the rumored $20 mill.
in fact just as philanthropic as
Now onto NaHQ's
your organization then they
question.
I
assume
your
get the slight lead, considering
organizati_on has no special
the money was civil restitution
knowledge beyond that of the
for their mother's death and
man on the street, and certainly
what they do with that money,
less than any person involved in
although perhaps skewed in a
the civil case. From that stance
different direction, should result
of ignorance you can ethically
in relatively the same amount
accept money from someone who
of good. It's like donating to
may or may not be withholding
Medicine s_ansFrontiers or the
funds due by court mandate.
Humane Society - what's the
The Foundation is only rumored
diff?
to be hiding something instead
Unable, though, to
of it being an established fact.
know if the money is tainted,
Your organization's job is not to
you should go ahead and pursue
be detectives and so there is no
some donations no matter if
onus to investigate the source of
Bonnie's kids are better people
its donations. Nor is it expected to
than their step-father. There
hold off on money that possibly
are just too many unknowns to
could have touched dirty hands
account for and, NaHQ, you've
several transactions back; because
got other work to do.
of its fluidity, most money has.
£thix
Plexis is a
However, there are
blog run by Bard students
two possible banns that could
that takes readers • submitted
result from your organization
ethical dilemmas and responds
pursuing money from the Robert
accordingly a la Randy
Blake Foundation. Whether the
Cohens weekly feature, "The
foundation is discovered to be
Ethicist, " in the New York
dubious or not, its character is
nmes Magazine. By no small
already tainted in the public
coincidence, £thix Plexis also
imagination and that taint
posts weekly rebuttals to Randys
could bleed over into your
too-oftenshoddy work, 'usu,dly the
organization
and hurt its
day of ils publication. Find it at aet
mission in the future. You have
hixplexis.wonq,ress.com.,and send
to ask yourself how you view
inyour own quandaries.
other organizations sponsored

iPod Encyclopodia(continuedfromfrontpageJ
anyone to submit plagiarized, poorly written or just
simply false material. Given the extreme rates at
which Wikipediais revised every day (thousands of
times each hour, according to the website), it is not
surprising that many such incidents have occurred.
Many of these are noticed and removed quickly
by the website's many members, but sometimes
significant misinformation lingers for too long,
evidence that Wikipedia has no accountability as a
serious information gathering service.
In November of 2005, John Seigenthaler, a former
administrative assistant to Robert Kennedy, brought
to light an entirely false biography of himself, author
unknown, which implied he had been involved in
the assassination of John F. Kennedy, in addition to
other made-up "facts." The same article had been
cited on Reference.com and Answers.com.
In January, reports arose that aides to Rep. Marty
Meehan, a Massachusetts Democrat, had edited
articles containing embarrassing references to his
broken term-limits pledge and massive campaign
war chest. This was only one of over 1,000

incidents involving edits that came from internet
addresses allocated to the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives (which included a listing for White
House press secretary Scott McClelland under
"douche").
"Wikipediais so often considered authoritative.
That must stop now, surely. Every fact in there
must be considered partisan, written by someone
with a conflict of interest," blogging and podcasting
pioneer Dave Winer wrote in his blog. "Further, we
need to determine what authority means in the age
of Internet scholarship."
Now, with the movement of such a vast ocean of
information onto highly desirable, portable electronic
devices, the commodification of information is at an
all time high. Scholarly authority is certainly not the
business of Encyclopodia, which is only a snapshot
of the dynamic entity that is Wikipedia, but with the
potential for almost completely limitless portable
access to close to 3,000,000 articles in several
languages, the WikiPod is a toy we can probably
expect to be around for a while.

The Simple Interface of "Encyclopodia"
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by patrick murtagh for the Alcohol Information Campaign
Alcohol is a traditionalpart of campus culture choose to drink. Our goal is to createa campus culture
all over the country. For many,alcoholconsumptionis where the topic is more openly discussed, where
viewed as a rite of passage into a new and exciting education and information is provided on a regular
world, one oflate nights,sweatypartiesand hangovers. basis to support studentsdecisions around alcobol and
Why does alcoholplay such an integralrole in campus maybe even help someone who is really struggling
social life, and why is it used to excess? What social with problem drinking.
forces influence drinking in the first place? How
Last semester the Alcohol Information
can the college support students who abstain while Campaign was quite active. You may recall our
encouraging others to reduce their use? These and "Oops, I Got Drunk" campaign, posters that went
other questions are being examined by Bard's newly up in residence halls, bathrooms, and public spaces
formedAlcohol InfomfationCampaign.
that brought attentionto the thoughtlessthings people
It's no secret that alcohol use is common sometimes do when intoxicated. In conjwlctionwith
on our nation's college campuses. Studies show these attention-gettingposters.flyers highlightingstaff
that approximately80%,of high school seniors have and administrativeviews on alcohol were distributed.
consumed alcohol. In 1997, the Harvard School More awarenesscampaigm will spring up throughout
of Public Health released research that revealed a thesemester;gl~posterswithhelpfulinformationon
disturbing polarization: 190/oof student did not drink alcohol poisoningjust went up last week. Aside from
at all, while 21% drank dangerousamounts of alcohol information campaigm, the group will occasionally
three or more times a week. The issue in 2006 is not the sponsor an event; a cooking demonstration is in the
casual drinker, but rather the binge drinking: arinking worlcs- think decadent desserts - and informational
specificallyto get drunk, drinking hard liquor or beer tables.
to the point of blackingout, drinking until ending up in
Student clubs and organizationsare working
the hospitalemergencyroom.
with us to co-sponsorevents. We'd like to encourage
Consisting of administrators, staff, and even broader participation. If you'd like more
students, the group is attempting to determine what informationfeel free to contact the Dean of Students
Bard's drinking culture looks like; does "everyone do Office at 7454.
it," as the popularperception
goes? We all know that
perception is reality here at
Bard. With this information
we may be able to help
students navi~ their way
through college without
the negative ramifications
of problem drinking.
Contrary to rumors that
have already circulated
regarding the intent of this
group, members
not
seeking to create a zero
tolerance policy or demand
a dry campus. Rather,we'd
like to offer public support
to students who choose not
to drink while increasing
the safety and responsibility
of those students who do

are
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Mr. Nulman, Why Are You Afraid of the Truth?

by kate crockford

In the last i~ue of The Free
Press, Bard student and self-declared "leftwing Israeli" Rafi Nulman writes that my
February 28th article on the Israeli invasion
of the Balata refugee camp adds ''more
oil to the flames." He criticizes the news
piece "for two reasons": he first asserts
that my "implication that the Israeli army
is arbitrarily and intentionally cruel" is
"offensive," and then that "the article,
like many others of its kind, is
not reflective of the full scale of
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict."
Nulman also, in a typical move,
states seemingly without a hint
of self-reflection or irony that,
because he is a left-wing Israeli, the
article ''would have pleased [him]
greatly'' had he "read it in Israel."
Before
systematically
deconstructing
his
specific
argwnents, it must be said that the
premise of his rebuttal to my news
piece - and not, as he suggests,
the journalism itself - is precisely
the problem that continues to
fuel the fires of violence in the
Middle East "There is no doubt
that Palestinians are suffering,'' he
writes. But according to Nulman,
reporting on any of the particulars
of this suffering is just "pil[ing]
more rhetoric onto an already
charged situation." Nulman here
reminds me of Donald Rwnsfeld,
who ceasel~ly
demands that
al-Jaz.eera cease publishing photos of
US bombingvictims on the grounds that
they constitute incitement (I wonder if
Nulman would take his theory to the logical
conclusion the Bush administration arrived
at when they bombed an al-Jaz.eeracamera
crew in Iraq, killing a journalist who had
covered the American bombing campaign
from the ground.)
Though Nulman and Rumsfeld
may rather that the dirty work of their
militaries be concealed from the public,
the problems in Palestine and Iraq have
nothing to do with the existence of honest
journalism reporting from the grolllld
up. In fact, they have more to do with its
absence. The problem in Palestine can
more accurately be identified as an Israelimanufactured ideological and institutional
shield from seeing the effects of their
supposed "anti-terror" policies on human
beings - a problem Nulman manifests
perfectly in his critique of my article.
The article I wrote on the Balata
invasion was printed in the "News"section
of the paper for a reason. It was not an
opinion piece, though I will not deny
that I have opinions or that my opinions
influenced my decision to cover the
invasion. No jomnalist reporting a specific
story can ever describe the totality of socioeconomic, political, or historical narratives
surrounding a given problem. This is not a
journalist's job.
The so-called "balance" Nulman
seeks is not demanded of articles written
about specific military operations in
other conflicts. My piece is, in a very
fundamental sense, a simple article: Israel
invaded, people were killed. I covered the
invasion just as n..my journalists covered
the American invasion of Fallujah. In
their descriptions of the latter event they
were not expected to describe the field
of historical and political circumstance
that surrounded or produced it Why the
double standard that expects me to produce
an Israeli narrative to cover for or explain
away Israeli actions in Balata? The article
was about the one invasion, not the history
of the Zionist-Palestinian conflict
The premise ofNulman's article is
problematic at best. What he is really saying
is that he does not want people outside of
Israel to read the details of what his state's
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anny does to Palestinians. The international
and U.S. media do not pay attention to
the dignity or human rights of refugees in
Balata, and so it must be shocking for him
to read about their humanity in the pages of
a Bard newspaper. Shocking and, clearly,
disconcerting. But there is a way for him to
address what he sees as biased journalism.
IfNulman seeks what he imagines
is journalistic "balance," he should cease

writing ill-informed and interested attack
op-eds and instead write a news piece
about how Israelis suffer from Palestinian
~ion.
(I would, ftankly, love to find
out how he thinks that works. Is it all the
American aid for building and expanding
settlements? Is it the unwavering support for
Israel in the U.N. that results in U.S. vetoes
of each and every resolution condemning
Israeli atrocities•in the territories? Or is it
"shoot and cry" syndrome, which sends
young Israeli boys to India for a few months
or years of opium and hashish smoking
after they have "suffered" so dreadfully
killing Palestinian children and controlling
Palestinian life at checkpoints and in
watchtowers? Suicide bombings are indeed
terrible and terroristic, but to compare or
attempt to equate the stifling terror of life
under coloni7.ationand occupation to Israeli
experience goes far beyond chut7.pah.)
Nulman's specific criticisms of
the article are equally difficult to digest
To support his first claim, that the Israeli
army is not aJbitrarily and intentionally
cruel, be argues that Palestinian fighters
"intentionally attack from within densely
populated areas, so as to cynically use their
own people as a human shield." I would ask
Mr. Nulman, who obviously has no idea of
what he speaks, where he would prefer the
Palestinian fighter to attack from.
Would he prefer that the fighter
attempt to leave his community while it is
under full-scale attack by Israeli soldiers
armed with jeeps, tanks and helicopters?
He certainly does not support bringing the
battle to his home turf, as he would most
asmuedly undergo shock and horror if
Palestinian fighters were to begin shooting
at soldiers in the streets ofYaffa - the nowIsraeli town Balata refugees fled during
the 1947-48 nakbe (catastrophe), never to
return. Checkpoints, Israeli restrictions on
Palestinian movement, and surveillance
make travel near impossible for Palestinians
- and particularly so for fighters.
So where, Mr. Nulman, would you
prefer the Palestinians fight their occupiers?
Balata is an open-air prison, contained and
surveilled by Israel. There is no other place
for them to !fight when Israel attacks their
homes. The very fact of Balata's forced
isolation demolishes Nulman's second
objection to my article: that it is "written
in a vacuum." The vacuum he pen:eptiviy

identifies but misguidedly theorizes would
not exist were it not for the occupation. It
is a biting paradox that he finds himself
displeased with a report from within the
Israeli-produced vacuum.
Nulman further defends the
Israeli Occupation Forces (IOF) by citing
the odious claim that Palestinians use
ambulances for smuggling weapons and
fighters. The Israeli army has said this

not intended or interpreted as figurative
language: Israeli soldiers systematically
used rocks and the butts of their guns to
break the bones of Palestillians who were
caught throwing stones or participating
in demonstrations. There is a generation
of Palestinians who have deformed
hands, arms and legs as a result of
Rabin's order and individual soldiers'
compliance. The Israeli army, as well as
the larger Israeli society, have
a highly developed culture that
demands
a
dehumanization
of the Palestinians in order to
justify expelling, brutalizing,
and colonizing them. Nulman
is practicing wishful thinking
to suggest that such racist and
dehumanizing treatment, this
very culture of violence and
humiliation, has faded in the
Israeli military or society.
If he or anyone else
needs further proof of this culture
of arbitrary and indiscriminate
violence against Palestinian
civilians, he should read about
how
Palestinian
political
prisoners are treated in Israeli
torture dens. Catherine Cook's
book Stolen Youth: The Politics of
Israel's Detention of Palestinian
Children makes for particularly
disconcerting reading. There is,
woefully, plenty more like it
numerous times, and numerous times has
Finally, Nulman asserts
been found to have fabricated images and that my article implied that Israel's
lied about it (One example is the infamous violence against Palestinians is arbitrary
"stretcher-as-rocket'' photograph.) Nulman an_d indiscriminate. I did nothing but
also bemoans suicide bombers who disguise report what happened and what happens
themselves as women. He writes that these frequently in Balata. If such reportage
cynical exploitations of human decency beg suggests to Nuhnan that Israel's policies
for the use of extreme measures. "How," he in the territories are arbitrarily and
writes, do I "expect the IDF to react?" How indiscriminatel,r vi_Rlent, be should do
Nulman can even approach writing about more as a citizen of the offending state
Palestinians exploiting the human decency to stop them. He certainly needs to stop
of their relentl~ occupiers it is hard for me wasting his time chastising those on the
to imagine - or take seriously.
outside who bother to pay attention to
As the foreign occupying power what Israel does with American money.
Israel is expected, under international law, The article I wrote on Balata was not
to respect the rights of Palestinians as an meant to solve the conflict. I wrote it to
occupied people. The state does not. The inform Bard students about a particularly
Palestinians have the legal right, enshrined grotesque articulation of Israeli policy in
in numerous international laws to which the territories. I am sorry, Mr. Nulman,
Israel is a signatory, to resist Israeli for you and for your nation, if you do not
military occupation.
The Israelis have
deliberately and with
great vigor crushed
any
Palestinian
attempts to do so,
even non-violently.
Do you remember,
Mr. Nulman, the first
Palestinian intifada,
back when you were
a small boy? During
first
mass
this
uprising
against
Israeli occupation,
Palestinians
organized tax revolts
and
demonstrated
non-violently,
using stones and
community gardens
to
fight against End the war in Iraq!
the
AmericaoBring all our
bankrolled,
Israeli
troops home now!
war machine. In
We are coming
response to
the
togetherto march,
largely non-violent
to vote. to spe•k out.
resistance,
then
Let's tum our
Israeli
Defense
countryaround!
Minister
Yitzhak
Rabin ordered his
troops to use an "iron
fist" and to "break
their bones."
To , olunlelN or make a don!llt1cn to ~upp<1rt\hQ Apn I 2 !I demom,tration,
h
T
e
please call 212-866 55'45 or v,,.,1www.apnl29 orQ
command
was
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Nate Green and Owen

senior art
-show

Thefirs_tshowing of Senior Projecis in Studio Art opened
this past Saturday, April 8"', at the UBS space in Red
Hook. The work will be on displa;gthrough ThursdaYi_
April 2(1h,12-2pm & 6-Bpm.

Clara Hess

Not shown: work by Adam Lundquist-Baz,
Sophia Mak, Freya Powell, Owen Schmit, Qnd
Page Whitmore.
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Stand-upWeeklyat Bard:TheCampusCenterSits,Pensive,Waiting
by abe jellinek
EVef)'Wednesday,the art of standup comedy is practicedwith indelicacy300
relishby a smallcadreof comediansat Down
the Road,in the CampusCenter.Tre infonnal
weddy productionwas founded earlier this
semesterby RaizinBot>-Waksberg
(no relation
to the author) who continuesto manage the
produclion.
Bot>-Waksberghas structured the
showin an \lllusualand engagingway.Anyooe
can participatewho wanlsto try their hand at
comedy,'
~ a few new comediansare found
scatteredamong a stable of regulars.While
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allowing so many umteady hands on deck jokey comedy, to long-fmn stories, to the
lendsan unevenqualityto portionsof theshow, offemiveaoo
ixofime.Anythingcouldhappen
it alsocreatesa diver..e300CUIS1antly
growing any week. Some comediansramble300 rant,
pool of comediansat Bard, somethingwhich 300 ocherswOl'kdirectlyfroma sheetof paper.
waslaclcing\llltilrecently.
Theonlygoalis laughlc'.Thereisno pretrmion,
Stand-up comedy ocx:um:dtwice polish,or reliability.
A starfromone weekmay
a semesterat most w1tilthis year.along with full the next, and ixoloogedslidesin comedic
sketch comedy shows at a similarfrequency. fortunecanbe reversedinju,t fivesolidminutes.
Bot>-W~'s
weddy,low-keyformatallows Theaudienceis frrgivingtboughintolerantof an
frr more experimenlation
300 an evolutionof utterlackof preparation.300 not ea.my
moved
styleby the oomediam,it also ~ the to laughter.
audienceto takea chanceon theirownlk:ts.
The strucn.n-e
of the show is set to
Tre sets range from observalional, change for just next week to ''One-Minute

~-"
Onceagain.anyonecan participate,
butallsetswillbe cappedat ooeminute.Ideally,
this will give peopleWMdo not feelcoofident
abouta coq,lde set, or eventhe expeclationof
a cunpleteset,a chanceto telltheirbestjoke or
two.Formoreinfonnatiooaboot
participeling
in
the shaw, e-mailraim@gmail.com.You will
a birthcertificateor JmSl)Ol'tto
needto J;l'Oduce
puvetbatyouareastudeot Outof statelicemes
are not aa:.epted.Just kidding!This is but one
exampleof the hilarityyou can eKpectat OneMinute~
andtM:r)' Wednesdayat 9pm.
in DowntheRoad
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Growing

Gang Gang Dance

So llot &ight Now

The ground, loul.-r.:,11
nice.Daffodils,of youth. Tulips,of love.FJoweriogtu.hes.world
tuitionhikes.

C-Rex

likkJn'lttt~~.

lllron Wherecm iou get a Bard educatioofor 40,000dollarsoff'? That's right,prison. The civilian

SMOG

ll'te'is~
and ta. . suck. Catch the receivingend of those dollars for a while and get yourself
three~ A1iJ.1 I: ) '

--

1
rl[>•n d w~
•ri.4'tfl,lhsl:p
the
I t)8I\ ~ ~
w~ cannot ttav6 ~ •
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ancestorsthe pioneers,we bwe our own trailthroughlife. Shunning
. the road ~ traveled,two roads divergedin yellowwood, and sad
,thetborter road from Kline and save sixteen secondsbeforeAnthro.
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w°'~""
acemaker·.
,

71,a/ ..
AL1ruS theStreet-Sure, nobody at Bard has everbeen there. And sure,even
ify<JUdidto •
~ mightbe turned off by the tacky video-pokafgiantfish tankvtbe. But did you
knowthis ..:can make and deliverdecent pizzato campusin TEN MINlJfES? Respect. Plus,the
1 placeappearsto havenoodlercustomers,so if30 ofus go to theirbar at the sametime it wouldbe, lilce,
our ownprivmeparty. Withinstumblingdistanceof StoneRow,dun'.
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Di.tcs-Springis springingand flyingdiscs are in the air.One of our sourcesreportedthatyesterdaythere
were five discs in the air simultaneouslyat Blithewood!(a sixthdisc was grounded).And it's calleda
flying disc. Don't call it a "Frisbee",bomie.
Celebkw @ Bard- Does it seem to anyoneelse that Bard is bccomiog
a dumping
gioundfor the
disaffectedoffspringof faded celebrities?Because what is a celebrity,,oyway? Because what does
YOURdaddo?

Not So Hot

byjon dame and leahfinnegan

Havu,gClassOutside- List.enteach, I know it's a "greatday" olllside,but you knowwhat's not w.eaf!
Beingforced_,sit outside.It's loud,it's han1to takeDOies,the sun's inmye)'llllaodtheleftsideof my face
is turningthe colorof a Ncdlixenvelope.Goodthought.hutforreal,let'sgo backimide.
11voli
- It wascutefor awhile,hutwe needsomethingnew. I don't wantto look8l thatdanmwaler
anymore!"i hat it."

towl:I"

PrellyGirlsLookingPiaaed-Cbeer up boo'. We'renot sayingyouneedto becomeh.ibblyaodexuberant
or anything.But you'recuteand privilegedand you'veyoorwhole lifeaheadofyou. So whilstloungiiig
outsideon a~
springday,tly not to looklikeyoujust ate a sheetof pmticlcboardand thenthrew it .
up.
~~ withAJtachmenJs
- No, ~ fuckthis. If youwantme-,

read-yoor3DDllUDCelDel1t

about
bl'ifl'e awesone ASO'JSO'Contradance/Biopiracy/~what-bave-you,
why_~'s

.name
wouldyou makeme openan attachment
to readabootit? Thew&'ltedseconds!The

~ browser
windows!~tly

RepublitanClub. Thatwas~our inboxcJ.

it has somediiogto do with thattime Sam SmithPunk'dthe
The response,however,has beenan ~~upon

'P..en
"'IHx"-Recently~
of pens has been surplL'ISed
by the clumsy flippingand tooJilJgof
a.,'-Mllefor ADHDcwsrflern.fCtivity.
Settledown in clui and pay attention Leaveyoor Bic on the
labt'e'unks you..are~ it to')rie something!We know you d:link.
)'OU'rehot shit for being able to
twirla ball --~-excited
hair-banddrummer,hut actuallyyoor stylesare 1-ic. P~ visit
~Pemrix.oors~
Now stopthat.
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TheCROSSw~rd
~y SimoneKung
1

2

5

6

7
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37. Like things in the attic, for example
9 38. c~ __; what you are doing right
now

8

AR.£

~U\r~
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00000,

I. Egyptian sun god
2. Spanish money, currently
3. Not exciting
5. "That hurt!"
6. Singer Manilow
2 6 7. One of the Baldwins
,__.,........-1 8. Initials
of"CuroYoorFntfma<rn"aeator
...,::...::...+-----1
9. Bilingual Nick Jr. character
11.Type of high school course
----1--1
14. 1955 murder victim Till
34 35
----1--1
16. Rejected, as in a basketball shot
18. Love, to a Spaniard
37
_..._____._.....___. 19. Legacy of Bush administration
ACROSS
22. Biggie song"_ Money ... "
I. __ Cross; humanitarian org.
23. Jean label•
4. Develop need for Rogaine
26. Activity often paired with "wined"
I0. Atmosphere or vibe
28. Birkenstock relative
12. "Where's
29. 3 ft.
13. The_ofNanking
33. "Much __ About Nothing"
15. Reference, abbrev.
35. Post-U.S.S.R., abbrev.
16. Middle name of Jolie ex-boyfriend
17. __
Cross; Desperate housewife
JQ)
20. Major Hollywood award
21. AOL IM exclamation
--;
24. descrip. for a fair employer
25. Short craze, as in fashion
~
27. Cross___; sport
i
30._Gong
;:!
31. Ingest
32. Early morning time
~
0
34. Exxon-Mobil brand name
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iRAVE

(continuedfromfrot.:ge)_e

by Slrano and the Dean of StudentsOffire,
which finis and oversees the activities of
BRAVE. In addition to those concerns,
the students express clear exasperation
with the issue; "It was a heartbreaking
experience for all of us," they agreed.
JP Lor, former co-chair, was particularly
concernc,d by the ease with which the
issue was seemingly forgotten at the end
of the Fall 2005 semester. The former
members all agree that they are happy to
see the service being reinstated, and have
high hopes for its future, but are concerned
that the program will take a more clinical
approach and lack the level of personal
attention that characterized it in the past.
After talking with the group, it is clear
how they became overwhelmed, but Matt
Wing of the Central Committee, who was
brought in with other student government
members to mediate the discussion at one
point, asserts th~t both sides would have
benefited from better communication. It
is his opinion that the situation got out
of control because of the communication
breakdown, and although both sides did
have good intentions for the future of
BRAVE, that ineffective communication,
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especially in the form of posted flyers and they decided on Strano, who started
community announcements, pushed the working for BRAVE in the middle of the
damage beyond resolution.
Spring 2005 semester.
BRAVE was established in the
When
asked
about
the
wake of an incident in 1991 that resulted circumstances surrounding the resignation
in two students leaving the college after of BRAVE members last semester, Strano
a female student was raped on campus. commented, "I came on board and saw
Students ~ed
to what they 'believed problems; I wanted to sure things up, but
was a mis-handling of the process by the group had trained a certain way and
the administration with direct action, was invested in it." She explained that
occupying Ludlow for a total 41 hours, the group ultimately resigned because
effectively shutting down administrative of those differences. Fonner member
processes and inciting controversy Abby Zackin confirmed that sentiment,
among students and administrators alike. saying that "There were protocol changes
BRAVE was born from the dialogue that without proper explanation, JeMifer
ensued from student outrage on several imposed them unilaterally, without any
fronts. For full coverage of these events, group discussion... we are a student
consult Volume 30, Issue 98 of the Bard organization, that's not the way it's done
Observer. Since that time, BRAVE has in BRAVE." But the former members
been through several incarnations. Until agreed that the problem was more than
the Fall 2004 semester, Peri Rainbow held just an issue of the way they had been
the directorship, but was forced to resign trained, because the newer members, who
because the administration was unable had trained under Strano this past summer,
to fund a full-time directorship position. brought the issue to them as a concern,
Upon Rainbow's resignation, BRAVE was without any prompting from members
left without a director for a semester but who had trained under other directorship.
managed to remain active while searching Full coverage of the resignation of BRAVE
for someone to fill the position. Ultimately members last semester can be found in

rl-oat''1• "

ko

Volume 20, Issue 3 of the Bard Observer in
an article by Ariana Lenarsky. Of the new
group, Strano calls them "fantastic." They
have been meeting weekly for lectures and
role-plays and have nearly completed their
training.
One of the new members of
BRAVE,

Anna Henschel, a fint-year

student, is very optimistic about the
direction of BRAVE. Henschel joined in
December with the other new members
because she was upset to hear that it had
disbanded and wanted to be a part of the
effort to bring the service back to campus.
"It's a n:ally solid group, and Jennifer is
wonderful. It's nice to be working with
someone who's so dedicated," she says.
The group has been meeting once a week
foi: 2 to 3 hours and committed one
weekend to a training trip in which they
had speakers including the Director of
Security, other rape counselors, and
Planned Parenthood.
BRAVE will
return in much the capacity that it once
served, providing 24 hour counseling
as well as educational opportunities for
the campus throughout the academic
year, i'ncluding graduation and L & T.
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DUCK DUCK BLOOD
final show extravaganza!
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Camden 28 (2006)
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Pound ( 1970)
Mexican Hairless. Siamese
Cat. Mutt bitch, pedigreed bitch,
and Dachshund-such
is the cast
of Robert Downey's satirical and
rare
countercultural
masterpiece,
Pound. I was lucky enough to see
and hear the director himself recount
some anecdotes
surrounding
this
movie. When first shown, one of the
producers exclaimed, "I thought this
was going to be an animated feature!"
Originally conceived as a play, the
movie is brilliantly simplistic in its
cast and setting: dogs are played
by people, and people act like

This film speaks for itself, as a
good documentary should. Enlightening
and educational, Camden 28 depicts
a remarkable event in the American
tradition of dissent largely unfamiliar
to the populace. The director was
• inspired by a story he learned from his
high school history teacher, a story that
took place in Camden, New Jersey. The
second part of this documentary's title is
the number of people who were arrested
in 1971 after breaking into a draft office
and destroying files in protest of the
Vietnam War. These anti-war activists
were not college students or anarchists,
but average, compassionate, and largely
religious citizens who felt that they
needed to be "America's conscience."
They could not stand to see money
wasted on guns and.killing while America

dogs. As the animals await eminent
death in the pound, the Hankey
Killer terrorizes the human world
outside, prompting the audience to
question the human owners who have
abandoned these poor dogs who just
want to be adopted. It is delightfully
entertaining to see how this mangy,
witty, and often vulgar menagerie of
loudly-dressed eccentrics spend their
time.
Pound's history is almost
as odd and absurd as the film
itself, which was thought lost until
the original
print was recently
uncovered. After having been stored

was falling apart. Today we are engaged
in another foreign war, while for the past
two years, Camden has had the highest
violent crime, murder and robbery rates
in the entire nation. I wrote a piece
entitled "We Have Abandoned Camden"
as part of a summer program. After
spending an entire day driving around the
city in a hot van, studying environmental
discrimination in Camden neighborhoods
and visiting factories and contaminated
Superfund sites, I feel personally invested
in this city and its history.
Among the 28 were four Catholic
priests, 22 Catholic laypeople, and two
Protestants, including one Lutheran
minister. These men and women were held
on trial, facing up to 47 years in federal
prison. ''The Camden 28 action and trial
is worthy of being remembered because
it will help educate the American public

about civil disobedience,the importance
of protest, and the citizen's role in a
democracy."Thus spoke Howard Zinn, the
famous historianwho is interviewed in the
film and testified in the original trial as an
expert on American civil disobedience.
This rich and inspirational documentary
has not yet been released on DVD, but is
traveling to various festivals and college
campuses. It was a glowing success at
the Philadelphia Film Festival, winning
both a Jury Prize and Audience Award
for best documentary-the
first film
to win in both catesaries since the
Festival inaugurated the awards in
200 I. Highlight: Meeting the witty
Father Doyle after the screening, and
having him take us under his arms and
welcome us at his church, Sacred Heart
in Camden.

in his cinematographer's basement for
more than 30 years, Downey had to
digitally master the image and sound.
The director's cut was shown at the
Festival from a digital projector, which
created an entirely bizarre experience
for moviegoers, as the projection was
not fit to the screen and it felt like
being in the classroom. The atmosphere
was perfect: it was as if the audience
was being let in on a little dirty and
well kept secret. Highlight: Hearing an
inquisitive puppy (played by 5-year old
Robert Downey Jr. in his first onscreen
appearance) ask another dog, "Do you
have hair on your balls?"

Suna No Onna (Woman in the Dunes)
by matt paley
I recently saw Suna No Onna
(titled Womanin the Dunes in its American
incarnation) at the Brattle Theater in
Boston. It was being shown in theaters for
the first time since its original theatrical
release in 1964 to promote the American
DVD finallybeing released. My mother had
urged me to see it, having seen it when she
was in college and never forgotten it She
(like the review in the paper) described it as
haunting. desperate, and erotic. The film-widely considered Hiroshi Teshigahara's
directorial masterpieco-is
about an
entomologist (Eiji Okada) who vacations in
the Japanese desert in hopes of discovering
a new species of beetle. Missing the last
bus back to Tokyo, he is led by the locals to
a shack in an enonnous pit among the sand
dunes where they tell him he may spend
the night He watches in disbelief as the
woman who lives alone in the shack (Kyoko
Kishida) spends the entire night digging out
all the sand that has accumulated in the pit
during the day. The next morning he finds
the ladder ~t of the pit has disappearedand
realiz.eshe is trapped with this woman for the
rest of his life, doomed to join her in her the

Sisyphean task.
I went with two friends,both selfproclaimed
film buffs. Within the first 20
minutes of the movie, one of my friends
had fallen ~leep. Whenhe awoke.an hour
latel; he watched the rest of the film in
growingdisbelief-not at the contentor fonn
of the film, but at the remaininglength. My
other friendwatchedthe entirefilm,awakebut
unhappy,attentivebut with a growingsenseof
dejectionand gloom. I, too,was fullyengaged,
though miserable----thefilm's relentless use
of close-up and tight-framecompositionleft
me feeling,itchy,claustrophobicand trapped.
Teshigahara condemm his viewer to an
isolated, disorienting,~ frame of
reference,confiootingus againand againwith
the miaoscopio- sand, bugs, beads. The
lack of space manipulatedme into sharing
the couple's feeling of incarceration.I was,
then, doubly affectedby the desperatenature
of the man's movemen~ and the blankness
in the woman's stare, Feeling thustrapped
for so long, I watched only because I
entertainedthe hope that I would be given a
satisfyingconclusionin which my hero would
escape fiom his overwhehninglabyrinthand

devamatingservitude. Recognizfughis fateas fascinatingexplorationof how powerrul an
thatof Sisyphus,though,I shouldhaveforeseen effect the tools of cinema----cinem
that the ending would present a reality even in partiailar-can have on the viewer. Just
morecrushingthanthe rest of the film.
don't buy popcorn or bring a date.
I will say that rarely.-----------------,
have I seen a film as quietly and
effectivelyerotic. Confrontedthe
very first night with a view .of the
woman's naked, sleeping form,
the film builds slowly to an erotic
climax. It ha.5 such a powerful
and tangibletexture- of sand and
water and skin-that the eventual
sexual release is ahnost a physical
experiencefor the audience. The
trouble is that this climax occurs
an hour into the fiJm---andthe rest
of the film serves to coovincethe
audience that the sex, along with
everythingelse, is meaningless.
The only thing the
three of us could agree on after
leaving the theater was that the
experiencehad not been enjoyable
or entertaining. But one gets the
distinct irnp-esmon that that's
the point Suna No Onna is a

TOOMUCHTO DRINKON EASTER?

you've got

MORN
IHG SICKNESS
I!!
WXBC'sfirStmorninQ show.

MONDAY 8 AM TO NOON
1unein: wxbc.bad.edu

upcorning! ! ent

comm s,hows
4.18 Doomsd~r.l'999@SMOG
\:
:4.21 The Swims@TBA
4.23 Anna o~~-W'ti~n Wand@'SMOG
4.t1~fle:Hokf~i I J~her /
Duck'DuckSlo9d~al Show!@ MPR

4.28 Odd App~!fu~~ftt-r•SHOW·.'@i~rd
Hall

4.18T~~GaJia'nts/Sh~y:t.amar 1
Co-~s/Millionaires~.

5.7Dirty Projectors@BardHall
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TheNotorious Bettie Paige-Abiopicon
theSO'spin-upgirlthat~no
introduction.
This fihn follows Bettie from her troubled days in a deeply Christianhome garneringmore
attentionfromher fatherand her clas&natesthan she reallydesired,to her career-makingerotic
filmsand photographs.Focusingon the cootrove,sythat smroundedthe now-innocentseeming
subjectmatterof Paige'sboodagcHbemed
photosin an era of intenseccmorsbip,MaryHarron
OShotAndy Wmho~AmericanPsycho)does an excellentjob with the film's cinematography,
capturingthe lookof thisperiodand mimickingthe filmmakingof the timein a waythat doesnot
draw too much attentionto itself.The nanative,however,is completedwith much lesssucces.s,
whatwithHarron's typicallack of emotionaltreatmentand semitivitythat makes the otherwise
interes(ingstoryfeel like a sterilelineupof consecutiveevents.-FL

11Gt

Hard Candy
- This soon to be released
Lion's Gate film lives up to the company's
reputation for providing the audience with
horror, suspense, feeling of repulsion, and
preferably all of the above. You cannot help
but feel concerned for Hayley, a smart and
precocious 13-year-old, when she goes to
a local coffee shop to meet the 30 year old
photographer she encountered in an internet
chatroom. However, as the film continues and
it becomes clear that the vengeful Hayley was
hunting for this man as much as he was hunting
for her, your concern might just shift to the
poor little emotionally damaged pedophile. I
suppose something about a homemade testicle
removal surgery will do that to a viewer - men
be warned. Seriously, though. the film does
do an admirable job of building tension and
fascination, with its tight. purposefully limited
narrative and aesthetic values and layered
character depiction. Unfortunately, Hard Candy
commits the crime of peaking far too early and
having psychological thrills that should - and
yet do not - live up to the physical ones, leading
to a disappointingly anticlimactic finish. F.Z.

/oudQUJEI1oud
-A Fihn Abootthe Pixies-A wordto the wise:Do not see thisrmvie.If
yw havea slrOOg,mllalgiclovefix'The Pixies,yw willin,oobly be dqx-essed
by howdi'D'ganized,
uocanmunicative
and awkwardthemembersme,a situatioothatsurelyledto theirinitialtx-eak~. If
yw arema fan,yw willbe bocedtotearswiththisunevmandultimatd)'urtintaesling
documentary
in
whichdiredm Staia1 CanllrandMatthewGalkinhighlightthedullnonents ofFrankBladereading
oo the tourtu and buriesengagingbani im:racti<Jm
underthesoondof the fihn'sooesavinggrace:
eqoyablecoocertfuolage.
ML
Gretchen -The title character
is a morbidlyawkward17year old
so~
with cheatinguserbad
boys, like the beautifullynamed
Ricky Maraschino,that she 1m to
spend some time in an emotional
treatment center and is propelled
on a waywardjourney in which
she meets her esttanged father.
The filmmakerdoes a notablejob
of matchingthe perfonnm:e of Gretchenherselfwith long,slow pacing and pauses in boththe
cinematographyand the dialogue.Sometimesthe silencebetweenlinesof dialogueelicitsmore
laugm thanthe dialogueitself,simply by its ingenioustimingand the actors' facialexpressiom.
Althoughmany considerGretchen- and I was not myselfa huge fan of the live-actionCharlie
Brown stylepracticeof using middle-agedactorsto portrayteem- a sortof secondratelovechild
of Napoleon Dynamite and Welcometo the Dollhouse,I disagree. The brutaldialoguewith
milderevents and differentstylizationmake this a t.miquefilm in its own right, a reminderof
thac;e othersbut not an attemptedcqJY. Keep an eye out for BeckAnn Bakerof the doomedbut
brilliantFrml<sand Geeksreprisingthe use of her maternalinstinctsin giftedlysubtleportrayal
as Gretchen'smother.FL

A Scanner
Darkly
- Despite his recent successes with School of Rock and
Before-Sunset, it was inevitable that sooner or later Richard Linklater would tum back
to pretending his education in philosophy was a good substitute for a movie script. very
much like he did in Waking Life. Now, in an even more unfortunate career choice, he
returns with a bastardization ofa great Philip K. Dick novel that was already jam packed
with enough abstractions to border on convoluted without a filmmaker's assistance.
Even the on-point performances by Robert Downey Jr. and Woody Harrelson can't undo
Linklater's poorer decisions, to say nothing of pie medi~ty of Keanu Reeves and
•Winona Ryder. It's a pity, too, because with a more lppropriate writer (one capable of
drawing a tangible plot out of Dick's insanity), this project could have been brilliant. It's
rumored that Charlie Kaufman has his own version. I would recommend waiting until
that version is produced, even if it takes a lifetime. M.L.
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Maxed
Out - You may not be totally shocked to discover all the information
presented in this extremely ~tertaining and well-made documentary about how the
average American is used to living in debt. but I guarantee that you had no idea how deep
the problem truly runs. Besides, with great directors at the helm, the material could be the
phone book and you would be laughing and glued to the screen the whole way through,
save for a few of the overly dramatic emotional moments. M.L.

• aprtl17.t&e.page11
Compiled by Mz/<e
Lermanand Farihahmman
FUCK -

Not much of anything is revealed (but rather
reviewed) in this stupid, two-dimensional documentary that
centers around everything having to do with the most infamous
of swears, including substantial sections on censorship. Though
moderately amusing for approximately the first thirty minutes,
this trite exercise in social exploration hopes to be this year's
Aristocrats and fails miserably. It makes you wonder if the same
talented faces seen in that film are so starving for work they need
to appear in this filmic equivalent to a VH I special sure to be
entitled "I Love the Profanity." M.L.

OilCrash
Shoddy
filmmaking should not impede
this extremely relevant doc about
the impending threat of using
up our oil resources. Experts
and common men alike take the
audience through a sloppy but
engaging history of humans'
interaction with oil and then come
to the devastating conclusion
that, eventually, we will have
to completely restructure our
lifestyle in order to survive
without it. One audience member
remarked to me that they should
hand out cyanide tablets at the
end of the film. Indeed. M.L.

Behind the Mask: TheRiseof Leslie Vernon-

Extremely well-made
mockwnentmyabouta fakehorroriconand thesinisterplan(a la Fredcty,Jason
or MichaelMyers) he is harboring,andthelocalTV newscrewthatdecidesto
do an extendedpieceon him.Packingpunches
fromallsides,BehindtheMask
is as funny as it is scary and definitelycont.aima littlebit of an advancement
of its several combined genres. But therealgenius of Leslie Vernonis thatit
exisls in this space where the"real" footage is lit and portrayed like a horror
film and the"movie within a movie" is shot like the common documentmy
realitythatwe are all
to accq,ting as true.In other words, what happem
when ou
turethe"reality"withina horror movie? ML.

Summerr:amp!
This
documemryis basally exactlywhat
the title suggests, exclamationpoint
ml all: a siooereml refreshingly
straightforwardlook at children
aged lffl'Oximalely five to fifleen
that ooes
not coooesant by furcing
lV style conflict scripting
realityor fucusingooly on some ideals of
childishcuteness.Despitethe fitct that
a combinationofi:oofusion,
in<lewrity,
and compensatorybravado
oflm make
micklleschoolagedchildreninhcremly
unaweaJing,this 1mviewon me over
,n
- Punk Like Me - This is the story of a marriedmirulle-agoo father
its
~ approoch,di<;playing
and corporate suit who, for better or worse, never let.his dreams of punk
tears,
tantrurrn, koocy kids ml
stardom die. The lighthearted film chronicles how he cheats and lies his
ftusttated
coomelorsin equalmeasure.
way into Van's WarpedTom with just a cobbled together mariachi-rock
The~
of thediredm isdefinitely
rewardedinone specificmomentwlffl a yoongcmq,er revealsan eouiooa1secret
themed band, his wife, infant daughter, and in-laws, and a ridiculously
to
lucabin-mates
omcreen,
~ allowing
themto Slrikeoocumentary
fihnmaking
gold FL
~ive
charter bus that no debut musicians without years of day

usea

--

- ......

job savings would ever actually be able to afford Supplemented with
personal narration and interviews with the likes of ... erm, Buckcherry and
Refused, the film is an enjoyable and somewhat inspiring reminder that
you can pursue your goals at any age, and that maybe, just maybe, the
DIY movement is not entirely dead in a creative industry as dominated by
conglomerates as any other.As charming as it is, however, the filmmaking
is only adequate and the experience is nothing truly memorable. Also,
I'm not entirely sure why since the success of SupersizeMe everyone has
decided that it is a good idea to throw away your extra funding on goofy
e~ition
animation interludes. F.Z. •
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ffJj•
Virtual
:r.J..t• I•
Student Work curated
by Leah Whit.un-~ltin
and Rebecca
opan1n9 aec.ptiont
1100 .-, April 20
11: OOD to 4: 00Ja, April 21, 22 A, 2)
contact I Lea at LS646fbard.edll,
Rebecca at ltll812fbard.edu
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written
and Directed
by Alexandra
Eaton;

contact.,

Alexandra
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GUG;
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Elet:tzotua.,
D'6tall•tiOII,
Md Otl»r
May 61 9pa IIUSiC ShCIII; May 6-101 Installations
Jlay 10-121 Jonah Spatiallaed
Video and Alldlo
contact, Mara BarenbaUIII at •raJtittenf,-11.coa
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Nay u
• .s.rr•l:
t.b• ll«:Olld o.t h!D S.aJ.or
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oo tlHI ~red
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i..D6p1.nd by
«JCreceat trip to s.-g.i.,
••t
Afri.c•
Max lbiral-Teller;
tpa

On

rillJ.OfJ

contact:

ps. aaxf,-ail.

com

Nay 1t

Old Joy - The acting skill of rocker Will Oldham is highlighted in this
quiet, meditative narrative about two men who find themselves on a road
trip to a hot spring. In a film that hasprobably just a tad too little plot for
it's own good, Oldham shines in a character not too far from hin'fself.But
however easy it might have been for him to portray, the film is alwaysa
little comforting and endearing to watch. keeping what is basically an hom
and a half walk through the woods from dragging. M.L.

Stl1U.or Proj«:t caacertt
Jt»b !'Tl.rJ
contact: jtt67fberd.edu
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----·--------------------------~---·----------------------------~------------------TallestMale
1. HenryGwazda
2. Jon Leslie
3. TrevorMcGinn
4. JosefWoldense
5. JackWoodruff

r----,

r.AMPUSMAIL
2005-6FREEPRESS
AWARDS I TO:
FREEPRESS
ii

circleyour picks andsendit via campusmail ---->

BestName
1. MonroeEllenbogen
2. Sky Ferrara
3. DimitriPapadimitriou
4. MistyAutumnSeemans
5. HannahSunshine

BestNearbyTown
1. Germantown
2. NewYork
3. RedHook
4. Rhinecliff
5. Tivoli

BestProfessorCrush
1. ColeHeinowitz
2. FeliciaKeesing
3. GregoryMoynahan
4. EricTrudel
5. Yourforeignlanguagetutor

BaldestProfessor
1. Jim Brudvig
2. PeterGadsby
3. Bill Mullen

...

~~

_ ___.._____

'":-,

BestSpoton Campus
1. Abandonedpool
2. Amongstthe columnsoutside
Hoffman
3. HannahArendt'sgrave
4. JohnBard'stomb
5. Treehouse
on the Hudson
BestBard/CelebName
1. R(obert)Kelly
2. DaveMatthews
3. JosephMcCarthy
4. H.Potter

SEEKING
SUBLETIERS Subletters
wanted for charming 3-bedroom
house in Red Hook. $425-475
per month per room, depending
upon size, or $1350 for whole
house. Hardwood floors, lots of
windows, backyard w/vegetable
garden, front porch. hi-speed
wireless internet, newly painted
and renovated! Available late
May
through
mid-August.
Contact lk677@bard.edu.

SUBLEITERS We're looking
for 2 summer subletters for a 2
bedroom house in Red Hook.

FALL HOUSING Well•lilced
future senior and wonderful
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Best
1. BenStevens
2. TheBurritoStand
3. ThePlanningCommittee
4.Weed
5. Wikipedia

...
I
I
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The Bard Free Press Classifieds
The house is located on 57
East Market Street and ours is
Apartment 1. It composes the
first floor of the building. We are
attempting to sublet it from June
1, 2006 to August 31 (end date
is somewhat negotiable). We're
asking $1,300 a month, though
this, too, is negotiable. The
apartment has two large bedrooms
(one with a carved mahogany
ceiling), a full bathroom with
bathtub, a medium-sized and
sunny living room, and a large
kitchen with plenty of counter
space and many cupboards.
Please contact lg 178@bard.edu
or cj224@bard.edu. Thanks!

L BestWest
1. WestAfrican
2. KanyeWest
3. WesternCivilization
4. WestSideStory
5. TheWestingGame

girlfriend need place to live in
Tivoli or Red Hook next year. We
are responsible, fun, and in love.
Contact jm759@bard.edu.
LOST BICYCLE I'll bake you
something of your choice, give
you $$$, or build you a road bike
for FREE if you find this bicycle:
Orange/White Raleigh Record
"single speed" road bike, black
seat, inverted handlebars, toe
clips, one pedal gold, the other
silver. Might be around Bard
campus or Red Hook ... please
keep your eyes peeled! Edible/
Dispensable/Rideable Reward!!!
Contact ct626@bard.edu or for
rapid delivery (773) 332-7778.

to run an ad for free,
email freeads@bard.edu

SENIORS'
BELONGINGS
Lots and lots of furniture, aquaria.
ephemera, detritus, etc.
available 4 sale 4 cheap 4:20.
Contact td766@bard.edu
AVAILABLE
PET RATS My rat just gave
birth to 11 baby rats (I bought her
this way), but I can't take care of,
and don't want 12 rats. They are
great pets-- small, caged, smart,
clean, affectionate and good for
dorm-rooms. They are free - you
can have as many as you want for
nothing (cheaper than a pet store).
They'll be weaned in early May,
so you can have a month to make
up your mind. Contact Delia
Rollow, dr587@bard.edu,(617)

529-8468.
DIGITAL CAMERA, ET AL
I am -selling an 8 megapixel
"prosumer" camera with a 1GB
flash memory card. My two hard
disks are also still available, as is
my GS and.AppleCinema Display
monitor. I am moving to a shack
in the woods to build bombs, so I
am a motivated seller. Contact me
"at" neccoant@mac.com.
MISSED CONNECTIONS
Happy Birthday, Olivia. from the

firmfrom whence you've retired
Sorry Blair, next issue.
OBITUARY Bye Oma

